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ABSTRACT: Seueral techniquesareavailablefor implementingascalardigitaffilter
using lattice
and ladder structures which are known to yield low noise realizations. Ofthese,the lattice and

ladder structures proposed by Gray and Markel have the advantage of being interimlly scaled
Block implementation of a scalar digitalfilteroflers a number of advantages. Inthis pnpet, new
algorithms to realize block digitalfiltersin theform of cascaded lattice or ladder hvo-pairs are
proposed. Block larrice and ladder structures similar to Gray an@ Markers scalar structure are
obtained b j using Lrvinson recursion Also, normalized block lattice and ladder structures
are developed.

I. Introduction
Block implementation of a digital transfer function has some advantages such as
fewer computations, the possibility of using fast convolution techniques for
intermediate computations, eEcient implementation by parallel processors, and
reduced roundoffnoise. A scalar digital filter can be implemented in block form in
many ways. Block state structures have been studied by Mitra and Gnanasekaran
(I), Barnes and Shinnaka (2), Ananthakrishna and Mitra (3). In this paper, some
techniques for realizing a block digital filter inblock lattice and ladder form are
presented.
Lattice and ladder realizations of scalar digital filters have been proposed by
Mitr&.Kamar,and Huey (4), and Gray.and Markel (5). Gray and Markel's structure
has the advantage of being internally scaled. Gnanasekaran has proposed a
technique for realizing the block lattice and ladder realizations of a digital filter (6).
However, in his realization, the design equations become very complicated when the
order of the filter is large.
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In this paper new algorithms to realize block digital filters in the form of cascaded
lattice or ladder block two-pairs are proposed. Block lattice and ladder structures
ace obtained by using the Levinson recursion. These block structures are internally
scaled and, as a result, may find application in block linear prediction. From this
structure, normalized block lattice and ladder structures are derived.
The general block implementation for an Nth order scalar digital transfer
function

is given by the block difference equation (3)
A,.oY,+A,.IY,-I+...+A,,Y,-,
= Pp.oUk+Pp,lUx-l+.~~+P,,Uk~,
(1.1)
where p, the order of the difference equation, is the smallest integer such that
pL > N,Y , and U, are the kth output and input block of length L,

YL = C Y Y~ ~ L +...
I YXLCL-11';
UI = CUXL UXL+I . . . u x L + ~ - ~ ] ~ ,
A, and P,,, are the L x L Toeplitz matries given by
a,
A,k

=

...
akL;L+];

akL
where a, = 6,= 0 for i t 0 or i z N.

he basic building bIock in the realiiation schemeis the blocr digital two-paif
with L x 1input vectors U('), Y(l),andL x l output vectors Y")and U(')as shown in
Fig. 1. The inputs and outputs of the block digital two-pair are related by theblockchain matrix

or by the block-transfer matrix

where the transfer parameter matrices are related to the chain parameter matrices by
jhe relations
= CA-', T,, = (D-CAWLB),G1= A-l, and

T,,= -A-'5.

The block digital filter is realized by cascading p such blocks.
In Section 11, two general methods of synthesizing a block digital filter in lattice
and ladder forms are given. In Section 111, block lattice and ladder structures are
developed using a modified Levinson recursion algorithm. In Section N, the
normalized block lattice and ladder structures are derived, and finally, in Section V,
a numerical example is included to illustrate the procedures.
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FIG.1. Block two-pair.

II. Cascaded Block Lattice and Ladder Structures
T ~ methods
O
of developing cascaded block lattice and ladder structures are
described in this section. The first method leadsto a structure which is essentially a
block version of the scalar structure proposed by Mitra, Kamaf and Huey (4), and
the second one is a block version. of the
.
Gray and Markel's stmcture (5).Note that
neither of the block structures is automatically scaled in the synthesis procedure; as
it turns out, there are difficulties with each method.
A. First method
The main idea in this realization scheme is to realize the pth order block transfer
matrix Hp(Z) given by

as a constrained block two-pair with a constraining block transfer matrix H p - ,(Z)
of lower block order than HAZ). In (2.1), Z-' is the block delay variable and is
related to the sample delay z- by Z- = z - ~ .Next H,- '(2)
is realized in the same
manner. This process is continued until the constraining transfer matrix reduces to'a
constant matrix.
The ith stage of the cascaded block lattice structure is given in Fig. 2, where Ute,
Y""'are the input vectors, P
'
,Uti-"are the output vectors and Ai. Bb Cb and Di
is given by
are the block-chain-matrix parameters. The transfer matrix

'

'

Hi(Q = [Ci+DiHrVol. 31'6. No. I. pp. 9<124, July 1983
Prinkdin emit ~titai.

I]

(2.2)

[A, +B,Hi-*l]-'
,

'
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FIG.2. ith constrained two-pair

from which H i _,(z) can be expressed as
Hi-,(Z) = [Di-HiBJi3-'[HiAi- CJ.

The input to the pth stage, U'P' is the same as the input U.
Observe from (1.1) that
Because the numerator and denominator of this matrix function commute (6).
and because A , , is triangular with a, # 0 down the main diagonal and so is
nonsingular,

H,(a= [ P ~ , ~ A ; ; + . . . + P , , A ; ; z - P ]

[I+A,,,A;~z-'+~..+ A~,,A;;Z-P]-~

where I is the identity matrix. By redefinition ofsymbols then, wecan regard the task
as one of synthesizing a pth order block transfer function

where, without loss of generality, A,,o can be assumed to be an identity matrix. The
procedure is as follows. The chain parameters for the pth stage are chosen to be
The lower order constraining transfer function matrix H P _ , is of the form

where A,-

,,,is assumed again to be an identity matrix. H,-

,(Z) is found as follows.
J O Y ~ arthe
~ I

h n k l i n lnaitvr

Pergarnon Pmr Lfd.
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From (22), (2.5), and (2.6), we have
H, = (C,+D$,-I)(A,+

BJf,-'l)-'

= ( P ~ , ~ + P ~ . ~ z - ~ H , ~ ~ ) ( I + A ,(2.7)
,~z-~H,~~)-~.
Using the expressions for H, and Hp-I from (2.4) and (2.6), respectively, it can be
shown that
. .

PP,OAP-I.~+P~;~P,-I.~-I
= PP.k; A ~ - ~ , ~ + ~ ~ =
, AP.k
~ P ~ -(2.8)
~ , ~ - ~
f o r k = 1,...,@-l),and
Pp-l,p-l

(2.9)

= I.

Equation (2.8) can be solved f ~ r P ~ - , and
. ~ -A,-,.,,
~

for k = I,. ,.,(p- 1) yielding

P P - I , ~I -= ( ~ p , ~ - ~ p , o ~ p . p )-pp.oAn.&,
~l(~p.x
Ap-1.x

(2.10)

= Ap,k-Ap.pPp;l,x-~

and this defines Hp_,(Z) in terms of H,(Z) provided the inverse in (2.10) exists.? Nb
adjustment to the procedure is available even in the scalar case, should the inverse
fail to exist. This process is repeated (assuming at each stage the inverse exists) until
Ho(Z), a constant, (in fact the identity), matrix is obtained. The ith stage will then be
given by

ai

'where Bi = A,.i and = P,,+ Note from (2.10) that 6,.= I for all i except for i = p.
.Hence only the left most stage will have three block multipliers and the other stages
will have only two block multipliers. The resulting lattice structure is given in Figs.
3(a) and (b). The ladder structure can be obtained using the transfer parameters and
the ith stage of the ladder structure is given in Fig. 4.
B. Second method
The block transfer matrix of Eq. (2.4) can also be implemented using block lattice
and ladder structure9 as a tapped cascaded block lattice or ladder structure. The
procedure for obtaining this structure is outlined below. The block lattice structure
will have (2p+ 1) matrix parameters, which separate into p block multiplier
parameter matrices K , and @+ 1) tap parameter matrices v,; These are obtained
recursively from the block transfer matrix of (2.4) as follows (7). As before, A , , is
assumed to he an identity matrix. For m = p,@ - I), .. , 1 we define recursively

.

t Theinversewillnot exist ifin (1.1)pL > N.IfpL
H(O)-H(m) is finite and singular.
V& lls. No. 1 . p ~93-l24,lv!y 15'83

PhL-dimCmc

= N, theinverse failstoexist if andonly if
.

.
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(a)

Y-Y

(b)

FIG.3. (a) Cascaded block lattice structures. (b)Lattice structlire for the ith stage.

with v, = Po,,,provided (l-K;-,)-' exists at each step. A necessary and sufficient
condition for the inverses to exist at each step is that the magnitudes of the
eigenvalues of K , for all m, be different from unity. In the scalar case it has been
proved (8) that K m < 1 for a stable filter H, and if H, is scalar then the procedure is
indeed the Levinson recursion algorithm. But in the block case this is not so, and it
does not seem the case that, in general, the stability ofH,Q would guarantee that
IAJK,)J < 1. In the next section we outline the block version of the Levinson
algorithm; again an inverse appears, but with H,(Z) stable it is guaranteed to exist.
In a sense, then, the method above is an incorrect generalization of the associated
scalar method, whereas the method of the next section is the correct generalization.
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FIG.4. Ladder structure for the ith stage.
From relations (212j(2.14), it can be shown that

= I for all m and

Also, Ao(Z)= Bo(Z) = Ao,, = B0., = !. It is seen that (2.13 can be implemented in
block lattice form except that matrix polynomials rather than transfer functions are
involved. We shall now explain how to remedy this situation. Using '(2.16)
recursively we can rewrite P , O as

Hence the output is given by

and this suggests the rewriting of (2.17)as

From (2.19) and (2.20), it is seen that the overall block filter can be implemented
using a tapped cascaded block lattice or block ladder structure. The individual
stages are shown in Fig. 5.
We have described two methods of implement~nga block digital filter in a block
lattice and block ladder structure. Unfortunately, these structures are not automatically scaled, and the methods may break down due to the non-existence of certain
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matrix inverses. However, both of these structures do reduce to the corresponding
scalar structures when the block length is unity.
111. Block Levinson Filters

We wish to realize the block transfer matrix of (2.4) as a tapped cascaded block
lattice or block ladder structure in such a way that we can readily relate an input
bound to a bound on internal variables..To do this we would like to use a Levinsonlike approach. We begin by describing vector Levinson filters, and then indicate a
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FIG.5. (a) Tapped cascaded lattice or ladder structure. @) Lattice structure for the (m+ 1)th
stage of Fig. xa). (c) Ladder structure for the (mc1)th stage of Fig. xa).

simplification of the results for block Levinson filters which will give us the desired
block lattice or block-ladder structure. Levinson filters are virtually restricted in
application to realizing stable transfer functions, and so henceforth we shall assume
that the stability property is satisfied.
A. Vector Levinsonjlters
Gray and Markel have used the scalar version of Levinson filters to obtain the
lattice and ladder structures (5, 8, 9). The vector version of Levinson filters is
discussed elsewhere (10-12).
In order to implement the transfer function of Eq. (2.4)
where A,,, = I using Levinson filters, we need to find (3p+ 1) matrix parameters,
viz., p K;-parameter matrices, Kt,,K;, ...,K",' ; p KP-parameter matrices,
Kg,Kf,.
..,K$- I, and @+ 1) tap parameter matrices v,, v l , . ..,v,. These parameter
matrices will be found recursively starting from PAZ) and A k a . The lattice
structure will then be as shown in Fig. 6, where A; and B; are matrix polynomials the
definitions of which will be given below. The lattice gains matrices K;, K! and the
matrix polynomials A; and Bi depend on A d z ) only.
First we define a sequence X from A,(Z) as
where U is the input. Let the power spectrum of U be given by @,,(Z)
power spectrum of X is hence given by
m

= I. The
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where
A"(Z) = Af(Z-'1,

A-*(Z) = [ A * ( W - '

and
Ri = E { X X : _ J .
A, and 5, are then obtained as polynomials that define rnth order optimal forward
and backward predictors, respectively, of the sequence X with power spectrum

The prediction errors are given by

with A,,,

= I and Bm., = I. The ~ o r r & ~ o n dZ-transforms
in~
are given by

where A , Q and B,(Z) and defined in obvious manner. The power spectra ofemand
rm are given by
m

@am,(z)= A,@,(Z)A;

=

1

~{s,(k)>,(k-i))~-~

(3.4)

and

Journal orthc Franklin Instirun
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optimal predictors of order m satisfy the equation (see e.g. (10-12))

I

.

A,,,

. .

where

..

.

: ..

(3.6)

I

~ m , 1

.

.

. .

sg.=

(3.7)
R-,

. . R,

and, n, and r, are the forward and backward prediction error covariances,
respectively, given by
Several observations can be made here (10-12). First, if Ap(Z)is given, B,(Z) can be
found asfollows: use Eq. (3.2)and Q,,[Z) = I to deriveR-, .,R,. ..,R,and then
use (3.6) to define Bp(Z). Second, the optimal forward predictor of order p is A,(Z).
Third (and this observation underpins the lattice structure),given the two mth order
predictors, (m+ 1)th order predictors can be obtained from tbe equations (1&12)

..

where K:, Kk are obtained as follows :

K*,= -a,Til;

KB
"3

=

-fl

m n -mL .

(3.1 1)

Further,

p,

= or',.

xm+l =

x,-~,r,-l&
= (I-

r,+'= rm-u;x;'am

KLK~),)~,,

(3.12)

= ( I - K i K g r m.

From (3.9) the structure of Fig. 6 becomes evident. Combining (3.1) and (3.3) it is
easily seen that

From Fig. 6 it is seen that the input in the forward path to the mth stage is
in the backward pathis r,?, = B.-,A;'U.
The outputs of
the mth stage are 8,-I = A,-,A;'U
and r, = B,A;'U
in the forward and backward paths, respectively. The mean-square forward and backward prediction
E, = AmAilUand that
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errors are given, by

We now outline a procedure7 for obtaining the matrix polgnomials A, B,, the
block multipliers Kb,,~and
i block
, tap parameters v, from the transfer matrix.
First B, is obtained from A, by solving Eq. (3.6) form = p. Next K:, Ki,and v, are
obtained recursively (with m decreasing in the recursion) from the following
relations (obtained by rewriting (3.9) and (3.11))

for m = p,.. .,1 and with v, = Po,,. As a result of the stability of HAZ), it can be
shown(11) that the inversesin(3.15) all exist. Using(3.16)recursively it can be shown
that

Hence the output of the filter will be given by

Now we shall discuss the bounding'of internal variables in terms of the bounds on
input U.We could consider two cases, corresponding to a stationary random input
and a deterministic input signal. However, here we shall focus on only the stochastic
case, and following convention, derive bounds when U is a white noise process, i.e.
@,,(Z) = I. Let X denote any internal block variable with @ (Z) as its power
XX
spectrum. X is assumed to be random. Note that with U stationary, X must be
stationary. We define the norm of X by

,tWhile this procedure is not necessarily the most attractive, it serves as the basis for the
procedure to be used when the transfer function matrix is obtained by blocking a scalar
transfer function.
1ovmri o f h e FMkli" lnrtilvlc
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where theintegral is counterclockwise around the boundaryof the unit
followsthat

f

: . ] I A ~ A ; ~=~ 1I1 ~Im 1~1 2 = E{E',(k)&,(k)) = -tr
2lrj
.

where
@,,c,

it

C J ~ ~ , , , , ( Z ) dZ
Z - ~= tr x,,,

'

(3= A,A;~@,&)A;*A;

NOW

(3.20)
(3.21)

= A,A;'A;*A;.

,Simiiarliit can be shown that
IIBmA;'U112 = Ilrm/lz= tr
NOW

r,.

(3.22)

by virtue of (3.12),we have
tr K , , , +<~ tr xm and tr

rm+' < tr rw

(3.23)

Hence the norms of the internal variables at any stage are less than or equal to
those of the variables at. the stage one to the right. The variable with the largest
norm is the right-most one, A 0 A l 1 U = B0AL1U, whose norm is given by
trn, = tr ro= tr R,.
In this part we have described vector Levinson filters. In part B we simplify these
results for the case of block filters derived from an underlying scalar process.

B. Levinsonfiltersfor blocked scalar processes
In scalar Levinson filters(Gray and Markel's lattice structure), it is found that the
internal variables in the backward path have the same norms as the corresponding
variables in the forward path. In this section we show the carryover of this result to
block Levinson filters derived by blocking an underlying scalar process. Suppose
that

where H , ( a is the block version of the scalar transfer function

(Of course, H J Z ) is stable precisely when hdz)is stable.) Then P,,, and D,.; are given
by
biL
... b e - L + ,
i L
... a i ~ - I ~ t
Pp.i
(, D l =
(3.25)

=I b

,L+L--1

...

b,

[

U i l + ~ - l

'

"'

aiL

]

and p is the smallest integer suchthat pL 2 N. Further suppose that, without real
loss of generality, a , # 0 . Then we may assume a, > 0, again without loss of
generality, this ensures that D,,, is lower triangular, with positive diagonal elements,
Now if V and Y are the input and output, respectively, of the filter then
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where

With these definitions A,,

= I. Now let us define X as
A

X = DL'V = A;'U,

(3.29)

Now to understand the simplification to the Levinson algorithm that results from
the block structure, it is helpful to think in terms of random processes. Accordingly,
we suppose that V is a sequence of independent, zero mean unit variance, Gaussian
random variables, i.e.
so that @X#),

the power spectrum of X is given by

Notice that R(2)is not the same as R(Z)in (3.3).Now we prove the following lemma
Lemma 3.1
With the s x s matrix 3, defined by

and

J,R(z)J~= ~ ( zI ) .Proof: Rkin (3.30) is given by

Rk= E{XnXb-x}..
With X defined by (3.29), X is the block versionof thescalar x where

and V is the block version of v, which will itself be a sequence of independent, zero

mean, unit variance random variables. We shall call such an input sequence a
standard input sequence. Hence
This leads to the following expressions
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then be seen that for a stationary scalar process and (R-~L;),_i+l,L-J+l
It% equal, whence (3.32) and (3.33) are immediate.
MU
ltis possible to give a direct algebraic proof of this lemma which makes no appeal
the random process ideas. For this proof, see Appendix A.
Define

Then using (3.32) it can be shown that

am= J ~ m + l ) ~ @ m J ~ m + l ) L

(3.35)

for all m
Next, defineform < p the optimal m-step forward prediction of the X sequence by
...
* k = - 1 A,,iXk_i
i-1

(where @&Z) = I remains in force) and
m

C A,,J-'
i=o

= A.(Z).

Though the symbol AAZ) has been used to define a 'normalized' version of DAZj, as
the following lemma shows, AAZ) can also be interpreted as the optimal pth order
forward predictor, so that (3.36)applies also to m = p.
Lemma 3.2.
With @&,)

= I, the

optimal pth order forward predictor of the X sequence is

Proof. For the above predictor the error sequence ep is given by

where A,,,

= I. Taking Z-transforms, this equation can be rewritten

as

Comparing this with (3.29) which defines the sequence X it is found that s, = U.
With U defined by (3.28) as D;;V,
its power spectrum is given by cD,,(Z)
= D;,LD;k. Hence the power spectrum of e, is given by
@cpzp(Z)
= DiiDik.
From (3.39) it can be seen that X,is given by
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where
m

A;'

=

C Xiz-i,

i=o

We now define the inner product of two vectors X and Y as
where X and Yare random. Two vectors X and Yare said to be orthogonal when
their inner product is zero and we denote it by X 1!I The pth order fonyard
predictor of (3.37) is optimal if and only if
From (3.40) and (3.41) it can be seen that the above condition is satisfied. Hence the
pth order forward predictor of the X sequence given in (3.37) is optimal.
The orthogonality relations of (3.43) lead to the following equation for A J a :
which can be rewritten as
CJLA,,JL

... J,.Ap,lJL ij B p = [ O

0 JLR,J~]

(3.45)

by pre- and post-multiplying by .IpL,, Comparing(3.4.5)with(3.6),we see that (3.45)
identifies Bp(.Z),which defines the pth order backward predictor of X = D;' &(as
P

Bp,,-;Z-i

B,(Z) =
i=o

where

Bp,i = J L A S ~ J L .
This immediate calculation of the backward predictorfrom knowledge of the forward
predictor is a key advance over the situation in normal matrix Levinsonfilrers. From
A, B,, and P, the lower order polynomials A , B , and P,, the block multipliers K;,
Kt,and the block tap parameters v, can be obtained using (3.14H3.16). The mth
order predictor matrix polynomials A, and B, satisfy the equations

Since W, = J,L+LW,I,+L, the matrix polynomial
m

B,(Z) =

1Bm,,-iZ-'

i=o

can be obtained from A,@) by

4,;= J L A ~ . ~ J L
and further

r,

=J,~,J,

d, = ?/,

= JLa,J,.
Journal olthc Fmilin ;mtiro!r
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Llsing the above relations for rm
and P, in (3.11) results in Kc given by

Hence the (m+ 11th stage of the cascaded block lattice structure will be as shown in
~ i g7. and the overall tapped cascaded block lattice structure will be as shown in Fig.
8. The block ladder structure for the (mf 1)th stage is shown in Fig. 9.
The internal block variables A.DilV and B,DFIV are precisely &, and r ,
respectively. The norms of the internal variables are now given by the following
equations for standard inputs:

II ull = Ctr (D;o'D,T611'12,
IIA,D;'V112

(3.54)

= lls,112 = tr T,.

(3.55)

Similarly we have
(lB,D;'V112 = Ijr,l12 = tr
In part A of Section 111it was shown that tr
filters, we have

r,

= tr

T,,,

JLnmJL= tT n,.

< tr T,.

Hence for block Levinson

IIAm+lD;lVII $ IIAmD;'VII =(tr nJ1I2, m =0, ...,P- 1
and

FIG.7. Lattice structure for the (m+ 1)th stage of Fig. 8.

'".
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13.56)

(3.57)

Y
F I ~8..Tapped cascaded block lattice or block ladder structure.
From part A we also know that the last stage has the largest norm and if the input is
bounded all the internal variables will be bounded.
In this section we have presented a tapped cascaded block lattice and a tapped
block ladder structure where the structure is characterized by 2p+ 1parameters: p
Kqparameters and @ + I) v,-parameters. These are found recursively from PdZ) and

FIG.9. Ladder structure for the (m+ 1)th stage of Fig. 8.
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Dp(Z)usingthe (3.59H3.64) derived by specializing equations given earlier in this
[These equations are much simpler to use. as B, is obtained easily from A, ;
as multiplicatiou by J, is nothing hut reversing the order of the elements of the
,,,tor, we need to store only one matrix multiplier, K;, per stage.]
'

A,Q

= DiiD,

B , + a = z-~-~J~A,,,+~(z-')J~,

(3.60)

Kz = A~+I.,+I,

(3.61)

A, = ~I-(K;J,J321-'[A,+l
forrn=p-1,

(3.59)

-KLB,+l],

(3.62)

...,0,and
v, = P,.,

P,-I = P,-v,-v,B,

(3.63)
(3.64)
. .

for rn = p,. .., 1with v, = Po.,. (Existenceof theinversesin(3.62)is guaranteed when
the underlying scalar transferfunction is stable.) Also the covariances of theinternal
variables A,D;'V
and A,+,D;'V, n, and n,+,, respectively are related by

The lattice structure for the (m+ 1)th stage becomes evident by the following
equations for A, and Em+,:
This lattice and ladder structure reduces to scalar Gray and Markel's structure with
two multipliers (3,
when the block length L is 1. However, the lattice structure
discussed in this section is not scaled. Scalingof this structure to obtain anormalized
lattice structure is discussed in the next section.
Also, interpretation of the algebraic relations between the elements of a,, ,
3
j r,,
and n, which arise because of the origin of the transfer function matrix P,A;' is
given in Appendix B.

IV. Normalized Block Lattice Structure
We wish to scale the lattice and ladder structure of the previous section in such a
way that the internal variables at all the nodes have the same norm. Then if the input
is hounded the internal variables will also be bounded by the same bound.
Normalized vector Levinson filters are discussed in(11) but of course these filters are
not for processes derived by blocking a scalar process.
We retain the same notation as in Part 3 of the previous section. Then in order to
obtain a normalized structure we define new polynomials A;B, as

V d . 316,No. 1.pp.93-1%. July ,983
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where y, and 6, are multiplier matrices that will be chosen later to yield a
normalized structure. With this definition it is found that under standard inputs
and
By using 2, and L?, as defined by (4.1) in (3.67) for the lattice structure of A, and
B, we obtain

which is rewritten as

the multiptier matrices of the (m+ 1)th stage are defined as

where M,,,,,

A

Mlm+1)4= ~ , + I C I - J L K ~ J L K ~ I ~ ~ ~ .
We now define the square root of a positive definite matrix A as a lower
trianguiar matrix A')' with positive diagonal elements satisfying A = A"'A"~,
where ArI2= (A1I2)t. Suppose we choose y, and 6, as

then we have
~lA,D.o;'Vll~= tr (ymx,ya = tr (n;'72rr,n;t12)

= L,

II~?,D;'V~I~= tr(6,rm63 = tr(J,y,n,y~J,)

= tr (33 = L

and
From (3.66) we have rr, = D;bD,b where D,,, is lower triangular with positive
diagonal elements. Therefore yp = Dp,o and 2, = D,. It was shown in the previous
section that for standard inputs, the norm of the input is given by
Hence with y, and 6, chosen as in (4.7), we have
IlVlI = IIAAA^,~VII
= llB,d,-"VII

= Pf2,m = 0,I,.. . , p .

(4.8)

Realization of Digital Transfer Functions

The [m+ 11th stage of the normalized lattice structure is as shown in Fig. IO(a) and
the tapped cascaded structure is as shown in Fig. 10(b).
Motivated by results available in the scalar case (9),we now proceed to obtain
,~ternative expressions for the multipliers of the (m+ 1)th stage, see (4.18H4.21)

FIG. 10. (a) Ladder structure for the (m+l)th stage of the normalized block filter. (b)
Normalized block structure I.
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below. From (3.12),we have
rrm + = zm-amr;'a;

which can be rewritten as

nm+,= nk/2[~&z;'/2amJ

J n - ' / 2 ~ &z-l"]n"Z
mL L m
L
n

~

n '

Now defining a matrix & as

-

112

z-c/2~
% E m
L

A

K:=-G

(4.9)

we have
(Pm)'= JL&JL,

-&m(e~2n'i2

n,+, = :.['I

as a', = JLamJLfrom (3.51). Hence, we have
nrlz
- 112~111
,+I
-nm ,+I

(4.10)

(4.1I )

where

,A

Sm+ = [i -&m(&m)t]
and rhjs leads to the reIations
'

= [I -(R",Jd2]

'

-112

Ym+t = F m + l

--

S-112

m+~Ym,

M ( ~ + I=
I IV , Y ~ I = & + 112
I.
Now king the definition of K",

(4.13)
(4.14)

in (3.11), we have

M(nr+l12
= yrnK;6;' = -i~;~"umJ Ln-1n!,'2JL
"8
= R":,
From the definition of M(,+
M(,,,+I,~we have

(4.12)

,,, and theexpressions obtained above for M,,

(4.1 5 )
and

M{m+1)3 = J L Y ~ + I K ~ L1 Y
=~J :L Y ~ + ~ v ~ ~ ~ J1 L Y ~ Y L ~

-

J s - l / Z P J ~ 1 / 2

L ~ + Im ~ m + ~ .

(4.16)

From the definition of ym we have
-1

-I-

Ym Y m - %

and n,+, is given from (3.65)as
= CI-(KkJ3qnm
Hence we have

r;:

I~m:l = CI -(f<:JJ21~;1~;'.

Using this relation in the definition of M,+

,],,we have

h4(m+11,= J L V ~ + I C I - ( K : J J ~ I Y ~=' JJLY,:~YYL
L
112 J
= JL(M(,+~,IYJL
= Jr.Sm+
i L.

(4.17)

Realization
. .
of Digital Transfer Functions
Now summarizing the results, the multiplier matrices of the (m+ 1)th stage of the
nomalizedlattice structure aregiven by

where Sk'? I is defined via (4.1 I),
is defined in any one of a number of ways;
including the following, obtainable from (4.15):
The output of the filter is obtained as

where

.

Cm = ~ ~ 6 ; ' .

In this section we have obtained a normalized block Nter where all the internal
variables and the input have the same bound, by using normalized Levinson
recursion algorithm. This structure will reduce to the normalized filter structure of
Gray and Markel (9) when the block length is unity. Also in this structure the
covariances of all the internal variables are identity matrices.

V. A Numerical Example
The example considered here is a fourth-order digital transfer function given by

The block version of this transfer function for a block length of 2 is given as

T h j s can be rewritten as

where
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and the matrices P,,i and A,,i are
p2.2 =

-0.2604
-0.1944

0.1028 -0.1667
-0.3333

First method
From A, and P , lower order polynomials A,, P,, A,, and Po are obtained using
the relations

form=2,1;i= 1, ...,mandarefoundto be

The lattice and ladder structure is now obtained from Figs. 3 (a) and @) and Fig. 4.
Second method

From P , and A,, the multiplier matrices KO,K,,and the tap parameter matrices
v,, v,, and v, are obtained recursively using the relations

form = 2 , l with v, = Po.,. These are found to be
-0,4823 -0.5239
0.0642
O.M58],
= [-00122
-0.0208
0.0436 -03767
=

[

Realization of Digitel Transfer Functions

Now the block lattick and ladder structures are obtained from Figs. 5(a), @) and (c).

Third method
Block lattice and ladder structures are obtained using block Levinson filters. The
block transfer matrix is now written as
where P , and D, are second-order,block polynomials given by

D2.0

=

- 1/48

0

From D, a polynomial A, is obtained as

A, = D,AD2
a n d is found to be

-0,0208 0.1458],
= -0.0122 0.0642

Az.1 =

[-0.1667
0.0486

I

-0.5833
-0.5069 ' A,., = 1.

Now the multiplier matrices K;, K t and thetap parameter matrices v,,vl, and v, are
obtained recursively from the relations

for m = 2,1 with vo = Po,,. These are. found to be

A,., = I ,
v2 =

[-0.3333
0

]

0.125
-0.3333

P. Ananthakrishna, B. D. 0.Anderson and S. K. Mitra

The block lattice and ladder structure is how obtained from Figs. 7-9.
The covariances of the internal variables in the forward and backward paths are
given by nm and J,n,J,,
respectively. These are found to be

The norms of the internal variables are the same in the forward andbackward paths.
and these are found to be IIA,D;'VII = QB~D;'VII'=1.5298, IIA,D,'VII
= IIBID:'VII = 1.5370, IIAoD;'VI( = IIB$;'VII = 1.8405.
Fourth method,
The normalized form of the lattice structure obtained by the above method is
derived here. New polynomials .&, and B, are obtained as
A, =

i , ~ ,B,,, = 6,Bm
'

where y, = n;'I2 and 6, = J,y,J,.
The polynomial 2, the multipliers M,,i and
the tap parameters 3, are found to be

Realization ojDigita1 Transfer Functions

The normalized structure is now obtained from Figs. 10 (a) and (b). The multiplier
BOA;' is found to be

From this example it is clear that the internal variables in the structure obtained
by using a vector Levinson filter for the blocked transfer function matrix, and also
the associated normalized structnre are not blocked versions of the corresponding
scalar variables. Nevertheless, the fact that the block filter so obtained is ultimately
associated with a scalar transfer function means that the structure can be found with
computational saving.

VI. Conelusion
Some new algorithms to realize Mock digital filters in lattice and ladder form are
presented. Levinson recursion algorithms have been used to obtain acascaded block
lattice arid ladder siructure where the internal node variables are bounded if the
input is bounded. This structure is then normahied to yield astructurewhere all the
internal node variables and the input have the same bounds. All these structures
reduce to the corresponding scalar structures when the block length is unity. Finally
a numerical example is given to illustrate the procedure.
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Appendix A
Here we shall give a direct algebraic proofoftheidentity R-) = J,RJ,where

xis defmed

as

where D,(Z) is the block version ofthe polynomial

and is given by

where

Now J,R(ZV, = R(Z-')is a necessary and suflicientcondition for K-, = J,R,J= where J, is
a L x L matrix given by

This is verified easily by comparing the coefficients of like powen of Z in the Laurent

expansion OF both side8

'Equivalently, we need to prove that ~,R-'(z)j,
Now from (A.l), we have

=

R- '(z-1)

JLR-'(Z)JL = JLD:DdL.
It is easily seen from (A.2) and (A.3) that
JLDpJL= D6
and this reduces (A.4) to
J,R-'(Z)JL

= D,(Z-')Db(Z).

Now we can write D,(Z-') as

where CAZ) is the block version of the polynomial,
PL

c(z) =

c,z-'
I=@

and
This reduces (A.6) to
J,R-'(z)J,
NOW

= ZpC;(Z)Dp).

from (A.1) and (A.71, we have

~ - l ( z -=i )D;(z-~)D,(z-')

= ZPD;(Z)CzZ).

lA.9)

Hencefrom(A.S)and(A.P), R-'(Z-')and JLR-' (Z)JLwillbeequal ifand only if C>iZland
D;(Z) commute, that is iff C,[Z) and D,(Z) commute. We will show by the following two
lemmas that C, and D, commute.
Lemma A.l
If L, and L, are two lower trianxular Toeplitz matrices of the same order. then I., and
commute, and their product L, is also lower triangular and Toeplitz, mom prsciselv. if

L2
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then

ZN

.

'

2,

with

This can be proved by direct calculation
Lemma A.2
If C(Z) and ~ ( ~ ) a the
' r eblock versions of two polynomials c(z) and d(z)(in r"), then Cp(Z)
and Ddz) commute.
Consider the square matrices L, and L, of order (K, f K,+ l)L, where K , and K, are the
maximum powers of Z-' in C and D,respectively. given by

Now it can be obscrvcd by conzidzring the C, and D,matrices in detail that L , and I , ar.:
lower trc~ngu13randTocplirz(as uell as k i n g block Toepliumatrices). Hence b) I.cmma A.1
they commute, and so

However, these equations represent a term by term equating of the coefficients of the powers
of 2- in C(Z)D(Z)and D(Z)C(Z). Hence C(Z) and D(Z) commute.
From the above two lemmas we see that C, and D, commute and hence J , R - ' ( 2 ) ~ ~
= R-'(Z-') and this completes the proof of the identity R _ , = J,R,J,,.

'

Appendix B

In Section 111 it was shown that the matrices T, and 8, could be obtained from n, and T,,
respectively. by a typeofrotation ofthe mattices(pre- andpost-multiplication by J,). Here we
give an interpretation of the elements of E,,,, r ,,,, K,, r,, I,, and /I., leading to the same
relations.
Consider the signal X defined in (3.29) as

R ~ ~ l ~ f : [ l r ;~!/.f)i!,,!<!I
~~ll
Y.r,1,1 \lC. r 1:,,,,!:

,P~,,

We define the mth order optimal forward predictor

1= .rk

E[xk-m/xk,-..,xk

-

!he .y ,cq,,l,,,

= -

5

,

.

,j m.,. y,

m,,

I

where Xk-- is the Predicted value of X , - _ given X , . ,
,,,.. . $* ~ h li,rw.,r',
,
prediction errors &,(k) and r,,,(k), respectively at kth instant. are Lllcn delincd
ern&)= X k - E C X J x

*-,,....x,.,],

rm(k)= X & - m - E [ X k . J X b

...,Xb

.mA,
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hack

1,

rd

18.41

1.

113.51

x

with definedby (B.1).X is the block version ofthe scalar sequence x(scc part B.Section111)
and can therefore he written as

XI= CX,,

..

lB.61

x u +, . . . Y ~ L + L - I ~ ' .

using this, t h e forward and backward prediction errors can be rewritten as
xXL-E[xkJxkL-~....,x~L-,,,J
xxL+,-E[sAL+ , ~ X ~ ~ - , , . . . . X I I L - ~ L ]

(.B.7)

-

Hence the ith elements ol&,(k) and r,,,(k) are given by
[ ~ ~ ( l i=
] ] xpL+
~

E[x*~+
i-L/~k~-t...-.~kL-mrJl

rn.9)

- I rx ~ L - ~ L + J .
[rm(k)li = x ~ ~ . -E[S
~ ~ + ~L r -i - l~j ~ ~ L I L...
;

Now we deline a scalar j-step, yth order Iorward predictor of s sequence as

and a scalar j-step, qth order backward predictor of .Y sequence as
9-1

E[xJx,+~ ,...,x.+~+*-,]=

- iCi

bq.j.,~fl,jt'.
~

With these definitions [s,(k)lj is the forward prediction error in predicting Xk,+,- I using an istep, mLth order forwad predictor and [r,(k)];is the backward prediction error in predicting
xkL-mL+i+l
usingan ( L - i + 1)-step,mLth order backward predictor. Hence C l . . . i k ~ l ~I -is~ ~
the backward prediction error inpredi~tingx,,-,~,~-~using an i-step mLth order backward
predictor. The forward and backward error variances are the same lor t h e scalar problem,
VoL 316. No. I, pp. 93-124. July 1983
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Hence themeansquarevalues of [rm(k)]L-i+ and [ 4 k ) l i are thesame. Theerror wvariances
n, and rm
are given by
CZJ,~= ~ { c ~ ~ ( k ) l ~ c ~ , ( k l l i l .

lTD;IL-r+l.~-j+l
=E { l r A k ) l ~ - ~ + ~ C ~ A k l - ~ + ~ )

@.lo)
(B.11)

and these two are equal. That is
Cnhlij = C~D;I'-i+l.~-j+l
and hence
zrn
= JLrI,L.

(B.12)

Now we turn to the matrices %,add 8,. It can beshown that these are given by (12)

a= = Fm= E{[Xk+l -E[X~+l/X~...7Xk-m+~llz-m},

(B.13)

8,=&= E { [ X ~ - ~ - E [ X ~ - ~ ~ ~ . ~ . S X ~ - ~ + I (B.14)
I~X~+I}.
Hence the qth elements of a, and j, are given by
[adij = E{[X~L+L+,-I-ECXIL+L+I-~/XIL+~--~.
... . X I L + L - ~ L I I X I L - ~(B.15)
+~-~~,

Udij E{[xxL-~L+~-~-E[xxL-DIL+~-I/xxL+L-I,
. . . I ~ f i ~ + ~ - n J 1 ~ t ~ + L + j - l } (B.16)
.
Therefore[u,,Juis the expected value of the product of theenor in predicting xu+,+,+, using
NOW(B.16)can be rewritten as
an i-step, mLth order forwa~dpredictor and
CA.lr-i+~.~-j+i E { C X ~ L - ~ + L - ; - E [ ~ ~ - ~ + L - J X L .L. .+, Lx -uL+;L - J I x ~ + ~ L - ~ } .
That is ~ J L - i + l , L - j + l isthe expected value of the product of the error in predicting
x,_,+,_,
using an i-steh, mLth order backward predictor and x , , + ~ , _It~can be noticed
that
(kL+Lti-I)-(kcmhj-1)
Hence

and [&JL-i+

,.L-j+,

=(kLcZL-1)-(kL-mL+

L-r)=mL+L+i-j.

are equal leading to the relation
am= J&JL =

t6.

(B.17)

